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DFTools 3.1.0

What's the hell are those programs doing for Daggerfall ?

·	DFBOOEDT (v3.0.6) : To edit the files BOKxxx.TXT which are inside the directory Arena2\books.
·	DFBSAEDT (v3.0.2) :	 To edit the files MAPS.BSA and MONSTER.BSA.
·	DFDATEDT (v3.0.0) : To edit the file NAMEGEN.DAT.
·	DFDEFEDT (v3.0.2) : To edit the file MAGIC.DEF.
·	DFEXEEDT (v3.0.2) : To edit the file FALL.EXE.
·	DFIMGVIEW (v3.0.0) : To visualise the IMG files (no edit).
·	DFQRCEDT (v3.0.2) : To edit the quest files *.QRC.
·	DFRSCEDT (v3.0.2) : To edit the file TEXT.RSC.
·	DFSTDEDT (v3.1.0) : To edit the file SPELLS.STD.

These tools have been strongly used in 2012 and 2013 into the Project French Daggerfall (PFD) in order to obtain a Daggerfall fully in French with accentuated letters. This was achieved in October 2013, at the sole exception of the texts that are inside the program Fall.exe that have strong limitations that prevent a complete translation, and the books that are fully translated in French but without accentuated letters: nobody wanted to take the time to add the accents!

Enhancement

Through successsive releases since 2011 up to releases 3.0.x these tools have gained the following modifications:
·	All HMI and messages translated in English.
·	Protections against quit before saving.
·	Some bugs fixs.
·	All tools except DFBSAEDT display the opened file name in the title of the window.
·	In DFEXEEDT,
·	Modification of the offsets to cope with the resources addresses in the DOS32A patched Fall.exe file (1802 Ko) that is used into the French and Deutsch Daggerfall.
·	A button has been added to export the four resources sets into one unique text file "Fall.txt".
·	Buttons have been added in order to search and replace strings of text within Fall.exe.
·	New since v2.2.1: It is now possible de move the ressources #1 into the file Fall.exe in order to add more letters to some texts instead of being limited by the size of the original text in English (see DFEXEEDT Manual).
·	In DFQRCEDT,
·	Buttons have been added to export one or all the QRC files into text files.
·	Buttons have been added in order to search and replace strings of text within one or all the QRC files.
·	In DFRSCEDT, a button has been added to export entries  into a file named "Text.txt", and a second button has been added to create a new TEXT.RSC file by importing a Text.txt file. 
·	All the programs except DFDATEDT and DFIMGVIEW have a "Replace Accentuated Letters" toggle. Set by default, it replaces the French or German letters by special symbols that are not used by the English Daggerfall and permits to display accentuated letters with modified fonts.
·	DFSTDEDT now displays the spell cost and permits to modify the spell Icon number.

Management of accentuated letters

To display texts on screen, Daggerfall use fonts that are in reality bitmaps and, due to the fact that the English language don't use any accentuated letter, the Daggerfall fonts are limited to non accentuated letters (uppercase and lowercase) and some special symbols as % or $.

To pass over this limitation for the Project French Daggerfall (PFD), we decided to modify the font files of Daggerfall and to replace some symbols, present in the fonts but not used into the game, by French accentuated letters. 
For the French Daggerfall, the replacement table is the following:
ç --> $
é --> <
è --> #
à --> @
ê --> ^
ù --> ~
â --> \
û --> `
ë --> *
ï --> {
î --> }
ô --> |

That means that even if you see accentuated letters into the displayed textboxs, the accentuated letters are replaced during save by the symbols that are used by the modified font to display accentuated letters in game. If you disable the toggle, you will see on screen the symbols that are actually put into the Daggerfall files. So now you can type in accentuated letters in the DFTools and they will be displayed in game... at the condition that you put the modified fonts in the Arena directory. Modified fonts are the default fonts files into the PFD since v0.27.

Later I discovered that it exists a project Deutsch Daggerfall and that they also use modified fonts in order to display some german accentuated letters. Their replacement table is as follow :
Ä --> @
ä --> #
Ö --> $
ö --> &
Ü --> {
ü --> }
ß --> *

So I decided to modify the tools dedicated to French Daggerfall in order to permit also their use for the Deutsch Daggerfall. The tools today are able to deal with French and German, if not English is indicated with no letters replacement.

Into all the tools (except DFDATEDT and DFIMGVIEW) you will see:
·	a combo box that permit to select one of the three languages English, French or Deutsch,
·	a check box "Replace Accentuated Letters".

If you clic on the Replace Accentuated Letters check box, the data are reread in order to redisplay the names with or without the accentuated letters.

If you select French or Deutsch, the accentuated letters are displayed with the related replacement table as shown above.

If you select English, no replacement is done.

Language initialisation

To avoid having to select your current language and Replacement check each time you launch a DFTool, I decided to use two keys in the Windows Registry, keys that are read when a tool is launched. To help you implement the keys, I provide with the tools the DFTools.reg file that you just have to adapt to your need. Its default content is the following (ready for French translation):

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\DFTools]
"Language"="French"
"Transcode"=dword:00000001

If you want another language than French, replace "French" with "Deutsch" or "English". If you write a language that is not managed, the tools shall convert to English, which means "no code replacement".
For the key Transcode that initialize the Replace Accentuated Letters check box, 1 = true and 0 = false.

Please don't forget to execute the DFTools.reg file with the language that suits to you before using the tools. If not, the tools shall be set to English and no accentuated letters by default.

Development tools

All tools are produced with Embarcadero C++Builder 10.2 Tokyo Starter Edition, except today's DFSTDEDT that is done with C++Buider 10.2.3 Tokyo Community Edition.  Original Russian tools (2005) were developped with the old Borland C++ Builder 6 that is not compatible with 64 bits OS.

The developement is done under Windows 10 64 bits. Been generated as 32 bits programs, the DFTools should work also under Windows XP, 7, 8 and 8.1 but I cannot test them with these OS that are not anymore present on my PC.


Who did that ?

·	VorteX DrAgON (Russia), initiator of Daggerfall's Russian translation, developed the original tools in 2004-2005 with Borland C++ 6. The original tools have a HMI with Russian cyrillic letters.
·	Daneel53 (France):
·	Translation of the tools in English, addition of all the various enhancements from November 2011 to October 2013 with Borland C++ Builder 6.
·	In January 2017 I finalized the adaptation to Embarcadero C++Builder XE5 (and so to Unicode VCL and C++11), adaptation begun in 2014 but left aside, in order to get rid of C++B6 that is not compatible with nowadays 64 bits OS. Later, after they were launched by Embarcadero, I switched to C++Builder Starter editions because they are FREE for non profit purpose. Today, the Starter editions are called Community editions.
·	In March 2017 I did a BIG enhancement to DFEXEEDT that permit to get rid of the sizes of the original texts in English into the file Fall.exe (hurray!). 
·	End April 2017, I developed the bilingual versions of the DFTools (v3.0 beta) for them to be fully compatible with the Deutsch Daggerfall project and its specific symbol replacement table.
·	In August 2017 I finalized the official V3.0 set of tools with various enhancements, notably to DFBOOEDT, in answer to remarks from DeepFighter that was using the V3 tools beta release for the Deutch Daggerfall. I also enhanced the detection of edits in order to prevent to loose edits when selecting various functions as change the displayed object or load another file. Some very old bugs that may occur in unusual cases were fixed during the general code reread (and retest) process.
·	The January 2019 release contains an enhancement of DFSTDEDT to permit to modify the spell Icon number that was asked by the Daggerfall Unity team.

ChangeLog

The present changelog is new, so it begins with package 3.0.1 (but you will find a complete changelog for each tool into their relative History files).

DFTools 3.1.0 (January 26th, 2019)
Only DFSTDEDT has been enhanced to version 3.1.0:
·	Added the display of the Cost and the Icon number of the spells.
·	The Icon number can be modified and saved into SPELLS.STD.
·	Fixed an old bug that put the icon number to 0 when a spell name was modified with previous versions --> Files SPELLS.STD of PFD and Deutch Daggerfall must be checked and fixed.

DFTools 3.0.2 (November 14th, 2017)
·	Bug fix in DFBOOEDT and DFEXEEDT when the keys of DFTools.reg are not present into the Windows registry.
·	Almost all the other tools have been updated to better cope with this issue.


DFTools 3.0.1 (October 24th, 2017)
·	Update of DFBSAEDT : a bug has been fixed for the display of MAPS.BSA when the region is changed.
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